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NEW MEXICO LOBO

The writers are always crabbing about the fighters we got
now. But look at the writers. you

got now themselves.
-Doc Kearns,
GreatestofPrizefightM.anagers

Campus
Briefs

~~~~~~~~--------~

The Mall

Friday, June 13, 1969
Southern political personalities,
like sweet corn, travel badly. They
lose flavor with every hundred
yards away from the patch. By
the time they reach New York,

Pipe Shop
2262 Wyoming NE
The Mall Shopping Center

Imported Sc Domestic Pipes. Tobacco & Cigars

keeps tobacco and cigars

Sample our
Pueblo Blend Tobacco

FRESH.

at our tobacco bar.

An exhibition of more than 100
objects by UNM students opened
last Thursday in the lower gallery
of the art museum.
The entries were chosen for exhibition by Ulfert Wilke, director
of the University of Iowa Art
Museum, who also selected ~n
ners in each of seven categories.
The exhibition, which includes
work by graduate and undergraduate students, will run through
June 22.

Pipe Repair

qt!f:4

Center Gets Head

true scents in soaps, candles, aersols
candle wonderland-28 colors, 81aper lengths
unusual foreign and domestic novelties

ljann

rug-knit-crochet
embroidery-crewel-tapestry
60 yarns-1600 shades
feathers-wax-marbles
burlap-paintl>-Chenille
gold leal-dip glass-felt
prints-tissue-de coupaga
•
antiquing-beads-styrofoam
slitcheroo and springbok kits

Dr. Robert E. Norris has been
named acting director of the La':lguage and Area Center for Latm
America at UNM.
Dr. Norris, from the Uniy~r
sity of Arizona, has ~en a v:siting professor of Latm Amenc;an
history and literature, teachmg
at UNM's Andean Study and Research Center in Quito during the
Fall, 1968, semester. .
.
He will serve as actmg director
until Aug. 31, then will return to
Quito to teach in the Andean
Center.

Cnatt.!>.,

r

~ann~~

qitt~
HoffmaniGWn
Center
Wyoming at Menoul
296-8920

Neb Hill
Center
Central at Carlisle

268-6366

Van Deren Coke, chairman of
the UNM art department, is the
author of a series of articles appearing in "Creative Camera" beginning with the current June
issue.
•
The articles outline the history
of photography and the relationship between photography and
painting.
•
'l.'he first article in the magazme
published in London tells how
painters use snapshots as sources
of imagery for their paintings.
The second will show how 19th
century portrait painters often
used Brady studio likenesses ~
sources of information about thell'
subjects.

-
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842-9270

2300 Central SE

(just across from Popejoy Hall)

The

~~hurch

College and Career Dept.
of First Baptist Church

·

f'rwb~ecian

Worship Service 9:30
College Supper Club
to be announced in
church bulletin
Nuroery Avuilable

a23 Copper Ave.

invites you to
Visit Us This Summer

Bible Study Sunday 9:30 a.m.
Worship Services Sun. 11 a.m., 7 p.m.

Jimi Hendrix
Simon & Garfunkel
Big Brother & Holding Co.
With Joplin
Jefferson Airplane
Ravi Shankar
Mamas and Papas
Friday
7:15 & 9:15

Saturday

in COLOR

MONTER.¥-Y POP
DON PANCHO'S

2108 CENTRAL S.E./247-4414

W"e're Open All Summer!

Youth Center

The UNM summer film series
begins Wednesday, June 18, with
Stanley Kramer's academy award
winning "High Noon."
Starring Gary Cooper and
Grace Kelly, the film has been
acclaimed the "greatest western
ever filmed!'
Friday's showing will present
the film adaptation of Joseph
Conrad's nova} "Lord Jim." It
stars Peter O'Toole and James
Mason in the leading roles.
The films will be shown at 7
and 9 p.m. in the theater of the
Union. Admission wil be 2~ cents
per person.

Sonduary

123 Broadway SE 101 Broadway NE

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

NE at locust NE

University Church
of Christ
University at Gold, S.E.

242-5794
Sunday: Bible Study 9:30 a.m.
Worship 10:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

Christian Student
Center

RATES: 'lc per word, 20 word minimum (81.40) per time run. It ad Ia to
fin or more COIUiecnt!Ye cfiUB with
no changO!! the rate fa reduced. to 6c
per ""rd ad the minimum number of
words to 10.

TERMS: P~mnent muat be made In

t1llJ prior to Insertion of advertisement.

Wed. 9:00 p.m.
Sun. 7:30 p.m.

CU....IIled Ad1'er1lalng
UNM P.O. Box 20

Albuquerque, N.H. 87106

WHEREz .Tmtrnallam Building. Room
169, aftemoona preferably or malL

Christianity is not primarily a question of what you
know but who you know!

\V
ClxJRCh

Canterbury Chapel
University & Ash, N.E.
Sun.: l 0:00 , •• Wed.: 12:30

L

t1IJl

I 14 Girard N.E.
265·4312

I)

PERSONALS

INCOMING :PROFESSOR wantdo rtm~ 3
nn house, near u.. sabbalicnl housmg
ideal 2 cnildren. Arrival ln Sept. Dr,
G. Wei.,, 4218 NE. 115th Seattle, WnBhington. 98125.

4)

FOR RENT

1 BEDROOM
Spanish furniture-air
conditioning, dishwn.aher, disnosnl, Jaun.dr.Y- rcc., room. Pool. UtilitiC!J paid.
casita. Capistrano Apta., 5900 Marble
NE. 255-9384.

Enioy Our Pool, Air-conditioning,
Maid Service, The WorksRates For UNM Men & Women
$1.50/day-Meals Optional

llle College Inn
303 Ash N.E. Albuq. N.M. 87106
Telephone 243-2881

--~----------------~~-=~~====~==----------------~-------------

University Facilities

Praised

FILMED AT
THE MONTEREY INTERNATIONAL
POP FESTIVAL

6:00, 8:00 & 1 0:00

Profs l~et:urning, Says Travelstead
~

Over!}

Films Begin

iiThe:llir6t! ~fjnlteb

Vol. 72

No. 143

LIVE A LITTLE

Coke Publishes

I

NEW
MEXICO
Friday, June 20, 1969

Exhibition Open
Our walk-in humidor

-A. J. Liebling

OPEN 11 to 11

Housing Needed
The housing office at UNM
needs listing of all types of housing for faculty members and students who will be here this summer, as well as those who will
arrive this summer for longElr
times.
Owners with houses, apartments and rooms can have them
listed by contacting the housing
office in Mesa Vista Hall. The
phone number is 277-5208.

they are like Golden Bantam that
has been trucked up from Texas
-stale and unprofitable.

•

by Committee

Anthro Students
DueTo Excavate

Scant Facu~ty

New Mexico Site Won't:

Affect

A faculty of generally high as recommended by the visiting
By CASEY CHURCH
calibre, inadequate financial committee and is developing its
The 38th annual field session of
facilities-these descriptions
potential to the state, the UNM department of
The turnover of UNM faculty
characterize the findings of service
especially in the area of anthropology has begun its six
"will
probably not be any greater
Danforth Visiting Committees at recreation.
week round of activities involving
than
last
year" despite a minimal
UNM during the past two years.
60 students and ten advisors from
Dr.
Heady
said
several
<;urricular
4.5
per
cent
wage increase for the
Committees, each composed of changes have been instituted in throughout the country.
coming
year,
said Chester
from three to five distinguished the department of economics as a
This will mark the fifth season
Travelstead,
UNM
academic
scholars or specialists, have visited result of the Danforth Visitors'
the group has spent at the primary
vice·president, June 12.
ten academic departments here recommendations. And, partly in site located at Sapawe, 65 miles
Travelstead minimized the 4.5
for short periods of time to review response to their recommenda- northwest of Santa Fe,
per cent faculty wage increase
faculty and student quality, tions, three new faculty members
Under the direction of Dr.
approved by the UNM Board of
curricula, re~earch, long-range were added to that department Florence Ellis of' the UNM
Regents June 6. "All but 28 of
planning, facilities, and operating this year.
department of anthropology, the
some 590 contracts we sent out
procedures. The visits have been
group
will spend five week in
In the art department, where
have been returned," he said,
financed by a grant from the the visitors described the faculty excavation and laboratory work at
"and we expect all or most of
Danforth Foundation to help as "professionally competent and the site. The rest of the time will
them to be returned signed."
strengthen the quality of decidedly varied," the committee be spent in a seven day, 1600 mile
"We were late in sending out
instruction and research here,
found the greatest problem to be camping-field trip to a variety of
contracts this year, but we have
The committee's reports are "the altogether too large number Indian ruins and present-day
been sending them out since the
confidential. But President Ferrel of major students as related to dwellings in the Southwest.
second week of May until about
Heady said each of the reports he staff." Additional faculty were
Living quarters for the group
ten days ago,"
has received has stressed the need recommended, especially at the while at the excavation site will be
The small wage hike was
for greater financial support from senior level. The additional staff in Tepee Village near the
included
in the 1969-1970 UNM
the state and the desirability of would permit the department to sandstone cliffs of Ghost Ranch,
budget
approved
by the Regents.
adding faculty members to reduce give closer supervision to young an educational center owned by
At
that
time,
Travelstead
voiced
faculty teaching loads and to teachers with responsibility for the Presbyterian church. The
concern
that
the
low
level
of
wage
avoid a too great reliance on introductory courses, an area the tepees are authentic replicas of
might
put
competing
increases
teaching assistants to meet the visitors felt needed attention.
plains' structures except for
universities in a better position to
needs of high enrollments.
cement floors and electric lights .
hire
away UNM faculty memhers.
In virtually all cases, the
UNM's faculty-student ratio of
The group will study the ruins
"Some
faculty members feel
21.2 - 1 is one of the highest in committees found that faculty at Sapawe to determine more
this
increase
will keep up with the
the nation.
salaries at the senior levels about the way of life developed
cost
of
living,"
he said, "and some
While improvements such as compared poorly with those at by the former inhabitants, dating
do
not.
We
must
realize that some
adding faculty and program other universities of comparable back to A.D. 1000.
faculty
members
like New Mexico
size.
Salaries
at
the
lower
ranks,
support based on increased state
despite
lower
salaries
and stay
appropriations have, in the main, however, are in the average range.
CHESTER TRAVELSTEAD
here
because
of
the
climate
and
been put off by the legislature,
Rhodes In london
lack of congestion."
The departments which already
several departments have effected have been visited included
year, we don't know yet if we will
Dr. John M. Rhodes, professor
recommended curricular and biology, music, economics,
get
it," he said.
""'
Comparison
Made
organizational changes, and some electrical engineering, health, of psychology at UNM will
In a nation-wide comparison of
have been able to add needed physical education, and present a paper during the July
Increase Predicted
27-Aug. 3 International Congress
faculty.
faculty salaries, UNM's average
recreation; home economics, art, of Psychology in London.
Last year a six per cent increase
salary of $12,960 was $2,000
As an example, Dr. Heady said chemistry, modem and classical
in
enrollment was predicted and it
He
will
spend
six
weeks
in
below
the
norm.
The
survey,
the department of health, physical languages, and the School of
Europe, leaving July 13, and will
taken in 1968·1969 by the increased only three per cent.
education, and recreation in the
Business and Administrative also lecture and visit laboratories
American Association of "Enrollment is leveling off at
College of Education has Sciences.
Individual
consultants
in
Belgium,
France,
Germany
and
University Professors, listed the UNM and this causes some
restructured itself to give each of financed by the grant also have
Italy.
highest
average salary at Harvard problems in financing of upper
the major areas more visited the offices of the
University as $19,800 and the division and graduate programs,"
Dr. Rhodes' paper is
identification and administrative president,
the Institute for Social
lowest at Pasadena College, he said.
leadership. The department also Research and Development, and "Telemetry EEG of Baboon Sleep
California,
as $8,535.
"While enrollment is still
in a Natural Environment
strengthened its graduate program public administration.
(Senegal): a Preliminary Report."
However, UNM's average salary climbing sharply, larger budget
for 1968-1969 was between $400 and faculty increases are being
and $2400 higher than that of made," said Travelstead. "Since it
other public New Mexico takes less money to educate in the
universities reviewed in that lower divisions, more leeway is
survey,
allowed in allotments in upper
division
and graduate programs."
"The dollar raise," said
Five
new
programs
Travelstead, "for each faculty approved by graduate
the
New
Mexico
member is determined by the
Board
of
Educational
Finance
wil(.
chairman of his department and
be
affected
by
the
tight
budget
the dean of his college on the
"on their timetable of
basis of performance."
development," said Travelstead,
The dean of each college is "and the extent in which they will
given a fraction of the total be put into effect."
aggregate increase, in other words
The problems are doctoral
4.5 per cent collectively for each degree studies in political science,
member of each department. "In romance languages, art history,
addition," said Travelstead, "a and masters degree programs in
small amount of money was given geography and public
to the colleges for promotional administration.
raises. They use the 4.5 per cent
"One of the basic difficulties in
as a guideline but the pay raises higher education in this state," he
may be more or less than the said, "is that we do not officially
actual figure. In tight years they recognize that different levels of
are reluctant to differentiate education require different
between percentage increases for amounts of money. A school such
each faculty member because as UNM with a 25 per cent
there is not so much money to graduate enrollment is hurt more
move around,"
by such a tight budget."
The wage increase applies to
faculty with the grade of
instructor and above, including.
deans of colleges. And the budget
allocation to the university of
$11,675,000 for faculty salaries
includes the hiring of ten
additional faculty members.

Summer

PICTURED: RON GIVENS, LOUIE THE LOBO, ETHEL SANDOVAL-Six men and women have been
selected as UNM cheerleaders for 1969-70. Steve Bass was selected head by ~ panel of facul~y and
administrative membl')rs who choose the group. Other members of the group are Kdeen Vandam, MIChelle
Henson, Kenneth Lee Mager, Ronald Givens, Ethel Sandoval, Linda Mitchell.' Michele Cornali, ~os~ Ann
Shubert Sam Johnson Austin Bruce Gunsel, and John Brown. The group will travel to the Umvers1ty of
Colorad~ national ch~erleaders clinic Aug. 21·25. They are also working on several money making
projects.

"However," said Travelstead,
"by the time we bring in faculty
members that have been on leave
or are working part·time in
research, the actual increase in
faculty will amount to two or
three people.
"The student-faculty ratio of
21.5 to one that we had this year
will probably not change much
next year. Although we projected
a five per cent increase in
enrollment for the next academic

Smoking
Notice

Faculty and students are
advised that the UNM faculty
reaffirmed in the spring of 1969 a
policy to prohibit smoking in
classrooms and teaching
laboratories, Your cooperation in
compliance with this policy will
be appreciated, Mimeograph
copies of this notice have been
sent to all members of the faculty.
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The New Me;ico lobo is published
daily every regular week of the University ye 0 r by the Board of Student Publications of the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and is not
financially associated with UNM. Printed
by the UNM Printing Plant with second
class postage paid at Albuquerque, New
Mexico, 87106. Subscription rate is $7
for the academic year.
The opinions expressed on the editorial
pages of The Lobo are those of the
author solely. Unsigned opinion is that
of the editorial board of The Lobo.
Nothing necessarily represents the views
of the Associated Students or of the Uni·
ersity of New Mexico.

Becent Events-------

It's A Good 'Buy', Columbus

\

By Lynn Hudson

Editorial

r
•
·\·
'!,

Standardization

•

Order

For Junior College Set-Up
Abe Martin makes no attempt to hide his
feelings on the recent college transfer rule
flare-up in the Western Athletic
~conference. Martin, athletic director at
Texas Christian
University and
long-time member of
the NCAA Rules
...
Committee, thinks the
major colleges involved
are making a big
mistake.
"I don't think a boy
should be taken out of
junior college," says
Abe, "until he proves
he can make his grades
there. By that, I mean
a kid shouldn't be
transferring from the
ABE MARTIN
junior college after one
year just to play football. In the first place
he enrolled in the junior college either
because he was immature or because he
""hadn't achieved a high enough rank in his
high school graduating class. Now if he
wants to transfer after one year and
concentrate · on his grades at the major
college and not compete in varsity
athletics, I think that's fine. Otherwise,
though, he shouldn't be leaving the junior
college until he's at least completed his
third semester."
Unfortunately, not every major college
conference feels the same way. In fact,
most, including Abe's own native
Southwest Conference, recruit the junior
college athlete for eligibility purposes after
only one year in the junior college system.
And the NCAA rules give them the 1ight to.
"He (the player) will be eligible," says
the NCAA Rules Manual, "if he is a
graduate of a junior college or presents a
minimum of 48 semester hours or a
minimum of 72 quarter hours from a junior
college, or presents a minimum of 24
semester hours or a minimum of 36 quarter
hours with a "B" average from a junior
college, or presents a minimum of 24
semester hours or a minimum of 36 quarter
hours from a junior college with an
accumulative grade point average of 2.500
or better provided he predicted a minimum
grade point average of 1.600 or better on
the NCAA national experience tables at the
time of his graduation from high school."
As a clear cut example, the student with
,_a high school rank of 69 and a Scholastic
Aptitude Test-total of 1,000 will have a
predicted grade point average of 2.042,
~

NEWS EDITOR
PHOTOGRAPHER
COPY EDITOR
ADVERTISING MANAGER
STAFF WRITERS

enough to transfer him, by minimum
NCAA standards, into a major college,
provided the student has earned the
minimum grade point average of 2.500 in
the junior college.
Any of the above figures can be
interpreted easily in a pamphlet,
"Procedure Manual for Implementation of
the 1.600 rule."
But what all this means, in essence, is
that a major college working under NCAA
guidelines can enroll a ball player after only
one junior college year if he has high
enough grades.
One facet of the current WAC
controversy IS that some schools are
accepting "D" hours from the junior
colleges. However, the schools involved are
accepting those same hours not for
graduation purposes but only for athletic
eligibility purposes.
Of course, once a university is accredited
by an accrediting association (UNM is a
north central association member), there
can be problems. The school and the
association have their own admission,
graduation, retention, and transfer
requirements. If the association finds that .
its member school is flagrantly violating
association rules, it can remove the school's
accreditation.
The NCAA works the same way in
athletics. If the NCAA finds that one of its
member schools is flagrantly violating
NCAA rd<:!s, the school can be put on
athletic probation.
Fortunately for the NCAA and the
accrediting associations alike, both are
striving to achieve standardization in each
member school's requirements, both
academically and athletically.
Somewhere in the near future, the
Western Athletic Conference, and all other
member conferences of the NCAA, will
standardize their requirements, not only
for transfers but also for every facet of
athletic-academic interplay.
As for now, old timers in the business,
like Abe Martin at TCU, would rather see
the NCAA crack down, prohibiting junior
college players from competing until their
junior years.
It is our opinion that the NCAA and the
accrediting committees must work hand in
hand. And whichever row they choose to
hoe-either the comparatively liberal view
of the NCAA or the conservative view of an
Abe Martin-they must standardize.
There is no other way out.

Scott Sandlin
Suzi Duran

STAFF

Nancy Ann Staley
David Baker
Carolyn Babb, Casey Church, Bryan Drennan, Lynn
Hudson, Bolesco Romero

"This is your captain speaking
. this Latin American
goodwill trip is being highjacked . . . we've been ordered
to land ·back in New York!"

by Conrad

SWtE1tH01
BY

Pete Kendall
With the release of Duke
Ellington and His Orchestra:
Volume Two, Hot In Harlem (DL
7 9 2 41 ) , Decca Records has
flooded its markets after only a
second venture into pre-1930's
Ellingtonia. This is unfortunate in
one sense-there is so much good
material from this period still
available on other labels, namely
Columbia and Victor.
However, even Hot In Harlem
has its good spots. It includes such
by-now famous Ellington numbers
as "The Mooche," "Doin' the
Voom Voom," "Harlem Flat
Blues," and parts one and two of
a historically, if not musically,
appealing Tiger Rag.
Decca's first volume of the two, .
The Beginning (DL 9224) is a far
cry in quality from Hot In
Harlem. The Beginning includes
most of what Duke is now famous
for from the 1920's Brunswick
label.
Jackson Sets Pace
Ten or saxophonist-clarinetist
Rudy Jackson sets the pace of
volume one with a slow-paced
solo on "Immigration Blues."
Trumpeter Bubber Miley and
trombonist Joe "Tricky Sam"
Nanton echo Jackson's lead; then,
after some collective band work
Miley returns with his muted horn
to close the number.
"The Creeper" is a typical
Cotton Club period arrangement.
It's fast paced, Miley and
saxophonist Toby Hardwick
contribute sterling solos, and
Jackson turns in some fine
clarinet work. "New Orleans Low
Down" is typical Ellingtonia-very
lyrical, very strong in its brass
phrasings. Nanton and Miley solo.
On one of the more famous
pieces of the album, "Black and
Tan Fantasy," Miley and Nanton
perform a trumpet-trombone
duet. The entire track, in fact, is a
string of outstanding solos. First
comes Hardwick, then Milev, th<:n
leader Ellington on piano, back to
Nanton's plunger mute, and
fin~lly to Miley who wraps it up.
. S!de Two of '~'he Beginning is
stmtlady good 1f a bit more
curious. Inferior takl's of "Jubilee
Stomp" and "Black Beauty" mar
the side ever so slightly, though
even theHe tracks have historical
merit. "Doin' the Frog" is
melodic throughout as Miley takes
over on open horn mid•wny
through . the piece. The side's
opener, "Red Hot Band," is a
fast-paced, swinging instrumental
with superb Miley, good open
trombone by Nnnton, and an

excellent upper register baritone
sax solo by Harry Carney,
Bigard Enters
"Take It Easy" is the side's
introduction to clarinetist Barney
Bigard's influence on the band's
early years. Bigard's arrival had a
definite effect, in that, earlier in
Duke's organization, either
saxophonists Jackson or Hardwick
would handle the clarinet chores,
a secondary instrument to both.
As mentioned before, an
inferior take of "Jubilee Stomp"
is included. The best version had
been recorded earlier in the rival
Columbia studios. The other
curious track is "Black Beauty,"
in which there are traces of
unevenness throughout. However,
trumpeter Arthur Whetsol, who
replaces Miley, contributes a fine
muted blues solo, and Bigard
again is poignant in a blues-tinged
clarinet solo.
Miley is back for "Yellow Dog
Blues," his muted style is heard
again, as is the soprano sax of the
great Johnny Hodges, who offers
here a technically flawless solo.
The Beginning is certainly that
and much more. It has, notably,
been well received by Ellington
collectors, and not solely for
historical reasons. Hot In Harlem
must take a back seat. Decca has
made a mistake there,

poor Ali can't see without her
contacts, He eventually manages
When Hollywood discovered the to phone her and ask to see her:
generation gap, it discovered a she complies, and so they begin.
Brenda uses Mr. Benjamin from
gold m!ne. The trick of making a
generatiOn gap movie is to make it the beginning (they meet because
appealing to both sides of the gap. she asks him to hold her glasses
for her). She enjoys the fact that
The parent:; must be able to say
"That isn't me but I sure know ~ her parents can't tolerate him and
lot of people like that " and the uses him throughout their
offspring must be abie to say
relationship to establish an
"That's not me but I sure wish it identity apart from her family. He
was." The classic gen-gap film pits accepts his usage and makes no
hypocrisy against uncorrupted attempt to change Brenda, but
youth. · Youth triumphs and rides encourages the side of her
off in the back of a bus, while personality that seems to be
good old hypocrisy gleefully trying to break away from her
counts the box-office receipts
family, The two spend the
"Goodbye, Columb~s," summer laughing at the Potimkin
however, while superficially a family, but never at themselves,
g~n-gap film, triumphs over the
The family is tremendous.
chche. It portrays gaps within the Constantly eating fruit the
generations as well as among Potimkins are inte'nsely
t~e~. ~n . f~ct, it portrays gaps competitive and intensely
Withm IndiVIdual personalities. Its Prec;>ccl!pie~ with winning. Mrs.
two main characters are lonelier in Potunkm IS too brittle to smile
the end of the film than at the without seeming to crack around
beginning; one of them finds an the edges of her mouth. Mr.
identity, but does so in rejecting Poppa Potitnkin is the eternally
the other, and in rejecting part of driving self-made man who
herself.
surrounds himself with material
objects because he can't quite
Brenda Fixed
convince himself that he has
Brenda Potimkin has been actually made it. Brenda's brother
fixed, starting with her nose and is the good-guy athlete who can't
ending with her psyche, As played sit still. His chief occupation is
by Ali McGraw, she is an playing a record that is a kind of
. entrancing ~ixture of sensuality talking yearbook; it enumerates
and confusion masked in chic the glories of his senior year and
clc;>thing. Richard Benjamin as the ends "Goodbye, Columbus" .. ,
anti-hero projects the security of (Columbus, Ohio). He should get
a letter for his performance not
alienation: in this character
an
Oscar. Finally, there i; the
alienation is so complete that it
spoiled-brat
little sister who
questions alienation itself but
regards
the
rest
of humanity as an
retains a certain security ln its
cynical denial of security. Brenda amusing phenomena created to let
is a Daddy's girl, her lover is his her win whatever game she
own man, .and they are both hap~en~ to want to play. Mr.
trapped by self-image, They meet BenJamm seems to be xthe first
at a country club teeming person ever to disturb her illusion
by beating her at pingpong.
agreeably with flesh: it's lust at
first sight for Mr. Benjamin but
Lovers Problem
The problem faced by the lovers
is that Brenda can accept their
relationship only as long as her

parents do not realize its sexual
nature. When they find out
Brenda finds it impossible t~
accept herself in her newly
established identity. Her lover
accuses her of deliberately but
subconsciously wanting her
parents to find out: Brenda
realizes the truth of this
accusation but cannot admit it
and accuses Mr.. Benjamin of
trying to "fix" her. There is truth
in both sides, but it is a truth that
makes it impossible for any kind
of sexual o:- emotional GOODBYE, COLUMBUS: Life isn't always this sweet at the current
East
relationship to exist between
them. Brenda is left to, one
sup~oses, grow up to be Mrs.
Robmson, while her lover walks
off, his cynacism totally
confirmed.
This is not tragedy, but the kind
of comedy that is bitter without
FEATURING RAZOR-CUTS
being black, It involves social
satire (in a terribly funny and
Within Walking Distance ol
painful wedding scene) and
generation-gap hatred but it is
ME~A VISTA, ONATE,
essentially concer'ned with
ALVARADO, CORONADO
relationships of all kinds. It is
concerned with the reasons of
Across From The Triangle
love that destroy love if they are
AMPLe FREE PARKING It-t REAR:

BEN-'S BARB

SHOP

AND HAIRSTYLING

Hamburger ................ 20¢
B"1g Henry .......... , ..... . 50¢
Hot Dog ......... : . ........25¢
Sh'
nmp Bo at ........ , ...... 89¢
Coke .................. 10¢-15¢
Coffee .................... 10¢
Milk ..... : . ............... 15¢
Root Beer ............. 10¢-15¢
Orange ............... 10¢-15¢

·Remember Our· Menu
Deluxe Hamburger .......•.. 34¢
Creamy Cheeseburger ....... 25¢
Fish Sandwich .............. 30¢
Melted Cheese Sandwich ..... 30¢
Crispy French Fries .......... 18¢
Super Milk Shakes .......... 25¢
Chicken . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89¢-$3.85
Just Across Central
From Campus
1916 Central SE

AMERICAJS MOST POPULAR DRIVE-IN MENU
5301 Gibson SE -

1716 Eubank NE -

1916 Central SE -

Cerrillos Rd. in Santa Fe

I
•

Albuquerque Civic Light Opera
Present
For Your Summer Pleasure
Three Broadway Hit Musicals
KISMET-The hauntingly beautiful music of Borodin and
the 1001 Nights all rolled into one delightful production.
JUNE 20, 2I, 8:15P.M.~
MATINEE JUNE 22 AT 2:15P.M.

It is always well to maintain a
medium of personal articulation,
but its potential importance is one
of leverage, not direct salariat.
-Col. John R. Stingo

WEST SIDE STORY-Leonard Bernstein's great
hit.
Cliff's Notes help you when J011
. need. it most: (1) When you q
down and can't understand a melIns assignment. (2) When you need
clear, concise Interpretation and
explanation In reviewing for an
exam. Get the Cliff's Notes habit.
YoU'll gain a greater appreciation
of literatullil-and you'll eambettw
arades.

I'm a proposition man. I'll make
the deal, I know the odds on anything that ever was. The main
thing is I don't ever overmatch
-Titanic Thompson
myself.

Out of

NEW MEXICO LOBO

. j;obo Review

the Past

No more beer advertising will
appear in the Summer Lobo, the
executive committee of the
student body ruled this week,
after a formal protest was
present<ld Dea11 S.P. Nanninga,
dil·ector of the summer session, by
the Albuquerque Chapter of the
l!'rattces Willar·d Women's
Christian 'rnmperance Union.
The advertisement to which the
objecLion was dh•ccted appeared
in t.hc second issue of th(' summer.
It depicted a session of a history ~·
claSb, attd the W.C.'I'.U. objech;d
on the grounds that its presence m r
the student paper was "designed
.to interest teachers in beer."
.~

l

JULY 18, 19, 25, 26, AT 8:15P.M.
MATINEE JULY 27 AT 2:15P.M.

PETER PAN-Peter and the kids fly off to Never Never

America's 1\!ost Wlllttd ._, Aldl
OVIr 150 1'11111

Land where they meet up with the dreadful Captain Hook.

••1

AUGUST 21, 22, 2g, AT 8:15P.M.
MATINEE AUGUST 23, 24, 30, 31, AT 2:15P.M.

At: associated
students
bookstore

ALL SEATS RESERVED-$4.oo, $3.50, $3.oo
ALL UNM STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF% PRICE
Telephone 277-31 21
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Student l-lealth Center Cuts Services
In-Patient Clinic Closed by Funds Deficit
By SCOTT SANDLIN
An anticipated decrease in
student enrollment this fall will
mean a cut in a number of areas
for the Student Health Service.
The in-patient clinic (infirmary)
will be entirely closed because of
a fund deficiency.
This cutback in services
contrasts sharply with the 35.5
per cent increase in visits to the
health service over -tlie -past year.
Visits to the health service
increased while student
enrollment remained about the
same.
Dr. Jack McCabe, director for
the Student Health Service,
attributes the increase to the
facilities available and the change
in location of the health service to
a more central part of the campus.

•

OLD ADVERTISEMENTS: Baby foods are also included in the Eisenberg collection, extolling the virtues, TRYING IT OUT: One-year-old Danelle Winn lets her mother
for instance, of Eskay's Food: "From a 5 Pound Skeleton to This." Some hand blown glass bottles are in demonstrate an antique castor oil spoon from the Eisenberg collection.
front of the display.

Since Patents Were Invented

Search for Baby Bottles Progresses
The search for the "perfect
baby bottle" has been going on

I~

"

PERUSED" BOOKS
at
GREAT SAVINGS

.

THE BOOKCASE
109

l\ 1esa SE
1

(New Location)

Across Central From Hodgin Hall

since long before patents were
invented-and a new faculty
member of the UNM School of
Medicine has donated almost 100
examples of "antique infant
feeding apparatus" to the school.
The collection of Dr. and Mrs.
George Eisenberg is now on
display in the second floor lobby
of the school's Basic Medical
Science building.
It includes bottles of crude
blown glass, tin tankards with
long rubber tubes, delicately
painted blue and white
Staffordshire china bottles and a
pre-Columbian Peruvian nursing
jug.
Dr. Eisenberg is project
pediatrician with the
Maternal-Infant Care grant
directed by Dr. Perry Henderson.
Dr. Eisenberg began his pediatric
practice near Chicago in 1934,
then moved to Winekta, Ill. where
he practiced from 1941·1968.
Glass baby bottles were first
made by glass blowers for use in
their own families, he said. The
tin tankard type nursing apparatus
came from the Pennsylvania
Dutch area, where itinerant
tinsmiths made baby bottles with
rubber tubes to suck through. The
same type feeders were made in
silver for the elite families. One
such silver tankard in the
collection was made about 1815
for the grandchild of a signer of
the Declaration of Independence,
Dr. Eisenberg said.
The oldest bottle in the

collection is a Syrian glass feeder,
typical of the period of about
100-400 AD, according to an
appraisal by a Chicago Art
Institute expert. The piece was
excavated in the Eastern
Mediterranean area and is
irridescent from long burial.
Mothers who have ever tried to
entice a child to take liquid
medicine would delight in the
pewter "castor oil" spoon, with a
hollow handle so that the
medicine could be blown into the
unwilling patient's mouth.
"Pap bowls" in the collection
were used for older children.
Looking like soup tureens, they
could be thoroughly
cleaned-which was not true of
many of the earlier feeding
bottles.
The ceramic bottles came in
white or in delicate patterns, and
often were included in a set of
dishes, Dr. Eisenberg said. They
featured a cork at the top to hold
the milk in.
The colle.ction also includes a
few ancient cradle toys-silver
bells from Spain, Venetian glass.
teethers and whalebond toys
which were often seen in
children's portraits in the 1700's,
tied to the toddler's waist.
Many of the flask-like bottles
had a flange of wood or bone,
before the rubber nipple was
invented. But they were hard to
clean, the pediatrician said.
"It was harder to raise a baby in

?• ?• '•

?• '• ?• '• ?• '•

If You Have a Problem
Regarding Your Curriculum
Or Your Career •..

Infirmary Vital
"An in-patient clinic is a vital
aspect of the health service," he
said. "I expect to be severely
criticized by the American College
Health Association when they
evaluate the health service."
The evaluation team from

Need Psychologists
"The mental health facilities
lack scope," he said. "Everyone
who needs psychiatric care is
taken care of, but we lack clinical
psychologists to handle things like
cultural shock and personal
problems.
"We should be able to take care
of everyone who comes in
here-whether he has problems
with his parents or heroin
addiction."
He feels that there is a void
between the psychfatric care and
the mental health care available to
students.
"The drop-out rate is largely
unrelated to the intellectual
capacity of the student. Students
need more help with emotional
adjustment," he said.
Lack of Information
McCabe feels that there is a
dirth of information regarding the
psychiatric treatment offered and
the Student Health Service in

A rare ceramic effigy uncovered
in a burial site a few miles north
of Prewitt has been loaned to the
Maxwell
Museum of
Anthropology at UNM.
The effigy, which has a marked
resemblance to others found at
Casas Grandes in Northern
Chihuahua, was found by Mr. and
Mrs. J. H. Nielson of Bluewater.
Nielson is an Anaconda copper
miner.
Ron Switzer, acting curator of
the museum, has identified the
effigy as an example of
Puerco-Chaco Iron Paint ceramics.
He dates it at about 975 to 1050
A.D.
About 10 inches high, it is
representative of a man and is
complete except for a few chips
which occurred before the
pre-historic burial.
Complete effigies are rare in
New Mexico archaeological sites.
One was found near Lupton.
Another uncovered near New
Mexico was excavated in the
1930's by Harold Gladwin at Fort
Defiance. Others from this area
are fragmentary.
The museum, Switzer says, may
do more archaeological work this
summer at the small pueblo where
the effigy was found.
The effigy, along with 12 other
vessels, were buried in a refuse pit
with the body of an adult woman.
The woman, Switzer believes, may
have been a clan mother, or a
female head of a religious society
who kept the effigy in her house
and carried it to the kiva for
particular ceremonies.

0
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265-8288

OFFICE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT

N.E.
TELEPHONE 268-4480
(Across Mcnaul from Coronado)
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Margherita M. Henning, Ph.D.
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Xeroxing Service
Opens In Library
The free xeroxing facility in
Zimmerman Library went into
operation June 16th. Any student
or faculty member may copy
material from a book or periodical
not necessarily from the library.
Material to be copied may be
left at the counter in room 39 in
the basement of Zimmerman
Library on presentation of a valid
university ID card. Graduate
students not attending summer
session may take ID cards to Mrs.
Jones in the Librarian's Office·for
validation of the card through the
summer.
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Makers of
Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
-oldtown-

program, and later through word work? Starting salary for a
of mouth.
University physician is $16,000
Students wishing psychiatric per year, while the average for the
treatment are screened by the country for a doctor is $36,000."
general staff, then sent to a
psychiatrist or referred to a
247 0836
different service.
"There are extremely
2106 CENTRAL S.E.
I
well-qualified physicians working
at the health service," said Dr.
8 AM to 8 PM Weekdays
McCabe. "They have to enjoy
working with students
9 AM to 6 PM Weekends
. . . . otherwise why do they

CAMPUS LAUNDRV
& (jLEAH NG-

Let's Get It Straight

"ON THE BEACH"
In a coffee house where the beat generation congregates, a young
man came up to a table of sight-seers and proudly showed a letter
from his church disowning him as a member. He was seeking sympathy and justification. He told of going away to seminary, his
tuition paid by the church back home, only to meet up with a few
rebels whose "show-me" attitude he found congenial. His arrogant
heckling of his teachers got him into trouble, and the first thing he
knew he was out on his ear, and all his standards had tumbled
around him. Now he was bragging of his flight with a sickly smile
to strangers.
tell you that they have tried
There is no sadder sight
religion and it failed them. Ac~han a former idealist s_itting
tually, they "tried it on," as a
second-hand suit but were
m the gutter and pretendmg to
enjoy it. T~ere ill nothing more
only too glad to 'shrug it off
heartbreakmg than to see a
when they found their true
man or woman who once startlevel among the malcontents.
erl out to serve God, who now
You can rebel all you want
gets a charge out of defying
to aguinst accepting your faith
Him. The beaches of California
secondhand; but when you reare littered with those who
bel against accepting it first"concerning the faith have
hand from God, you are like a
made shipwreck," as the Aposminnow defying the ocean.
tie Paul terms it. Greenwich
Preferring to live "on the
Village is filled with the "little
beach," you shrivel and die.
lost sheep who have gone a"Why will you die?" asks
stray ... doomed from here to
God. "How often I would have
eternity." If you try to tell
gathered you under my wings,
them of Jesus Christ, they beand you would not . . . Come
unto me ,and live."
come vastly uneasy. They will

COLLEGE AND CAREER

----

First Baptist Church 123 BROADWAY, S.E. Sunday, 9:30A.M.

YOU FORGOT
TO ENROLL
IN YOUR MOST
IMPORTANT

NURSES ENJOY WORK: A cutback in health service budget would
affect many areas.

IJUA
A

CLASS
Drive-Thru
Restaurant

ENROLL NOW
Don't stumble through the
literary classics. Cliff's Notes
will help you make better
grades! These study aids give
you a clear, concise summary
and explanation, chapter by
chapter. Cliff's Notes are
now being used by high
school and college students
throughout the United
States. There are over 150
different Cliff's Notes covering the literary classics.

1830 Lomas N.E.

OPEN
10 A.M.
DAILY

SERV~CE

124 Washington SE
MENAUL BLVD.,

· IArnguage skills of seventh and
eighth grade students are the
subject of two textbooks being
written by two UNM professors
and a Manzano High School
teacher.
Dr. Robert White and Dr. Peter
Prouse, of the UNM secondary
education department, and Devon
McAnaly of Manzano are working
on the books as part of the New
Dimensions in Language series
published by McCormick-Mather
of. the American Book Company.

$1 AT YllUR BOOKSELLER

COUNSELING

j:F.WELERS

Language Skills
Subject of Books

Effigy Found

COLLEGE CAREER

Candy is dandy, but carats
are non-fattening.

general. He hopes to combat this
by showing students and their
parents through the facilities
during the fall orientation

Patronize Lobo Advertizers

Consult

ESTRI-:l.LA $300 TO $10,000

6609

those days," Dr. Eisenberg said.
"Mothers tried all sorts of
things-even to strapping a bottle
onto their own body during
feeding time."
The collection also includes
advertising cards for baby foods
and medicines, magical teething
necklaces, and a sample of "Baby
Smile Tea."

Less Students, Less Money
"With less students, there will
be less fees. Health service funds
are derived entirely from student
fees," said Dr. McCabe.
"The facilities available were
inadequate for this year, and I
expect the situation to be even
worse next year," he said.
Dr. McCabe sees the lack of an
in-patient clinic as the worst
aspect of the money deficit.

ACHA is expected in July.
The Student Health Service will
operate this fall on the same
budget as last year's, but because
of mandatory pay increases less
money will be available for other
services. Four practical nurses will
be cut from the staff, and the
x-ray and specialty service areas
such as orthopedics and
dermatology will not operate.
Dr. McCabe feels the psychiatric
care offered by the health service
is adequate as it now stands, but
would like to see a wider range in
the mental health facilities.

Tacos
Tostadas
Frijoles
Burros
Chili-

burgers

At: associated
students
bookstore

....

Learn To

READ

Faster

And Retain More Through

c~ IJfJ&..J

READING DYNAMICS
207 Dartmouth Dr., NE
Albuquerque, N.M.

Call Ann or Pam 265-6761
Classes: Wed. 7-10 p.m.
or

Sat. 9-12 noon
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By TOM LUND
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(Ed. 's Note: The author is a
former football player at the
University of Colorado and was
formerly an assistant freshmen
football coach at UNM.)

'If you think sports
writing is a job, you
ought to try chamber of commerce
work.'

Thirty days hath September,
April, June and fall practice. Or,
at least, just about.
For many reasons, summer
two·a·days seem long to a ball
player. One is that the entire time,
his head feels like a live rehearsal
for an aspirin commercial. The

~lllllllllllllllllllllllll/llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/1111111

following is an attempt to give the
reader an insight into the way the
UNM football player may react
this fall in preparation for the
upcoming season.
Going to practice befcre school

starts, the athlete sacrifices those
beautiful afternoons, with the sun
shining and small flowers
blooming here and there. He gives
this up for a cacophony of
blowing whistles, shouting
coaches, and alternate sprints
from one drill to another.
Muscles Still Sore
He must be running the minute
he hits the field. His muscles are
still sore, his pads still soaked with
sweat from the morning practice.
For a fleeting moment he stares
down at the ground and wonders
how the grass can grow so green
on sweat and blood.
He tries to hide in the rear of
the lines, but there are enough
coaches to watch his every move.
For some reason, this reminds him
of the grade point average he
barely managed to improve in his
third summer school session in a
row.
He listens to c<><nmands and
tries to respond to them as best he
can. "Keep your head up!" "Hit
with your left!" "Pull to your
right!" "What foot are you
stepping with?""Get back in that
huddll! and do it again, stupid!"
Right now he wishes he had
studied his plays last night while
he was relaxing in the dorm too
tired to move. He knew if he did
not get some sleep, he would
never make it through this
practice. Maybe tonight would be
different.
Everytime a coach walks by, he
tries to get a peek at the schedule
on the clipboard to see if he will
have to do "seven·on·seven" or if
"jingle-jangles" are scheduled
after sprints. As he waits for the
"one·on·one" drill, he sees that
Rudy Feldman, the head coach,
will be watching closely. He
knows he must make a good
showing now or he might never
get another chance.
He notices a steady stream of

NEW MEXICO LOBO

By PETE KENDALL

'Sevens' Worse
He has been out for two hours
now-they will have to blow the
final whistle soon. Then they
announce "seven·on·seven." This
is worse than "one·on-one,"
because those bastards keep
stepping on his feet,
Tackling drills?"Keep your head
up!" "Drive through the man!"
"Clamp your arms!" "Oh, God!"
His head still aches but the
nervous stomach that kept him
from eating lunch is gone.
Finally, he finishes sprints.
Maybe now he can go in. No,
another drill. And he says,
"Dammit, it is a 'jingle-jangle'
day!" When he finally finishes
practice, he knows it has been a
long day. But, he also feels, it will
al be worth it in several weeks.
The bands will play, His

KLINKER
GIVES
INSTRUCTIONS: Walt Klinker,
an other of the Colorado
Buffaloes, and an ex-center offers
some words to a defensive
lineman during last year's 0·10
season.
classmates will be asking him what
UNM will run against Army-how
tough the Kansas line really is.
Yes, he knows it will be worth
the effort.

Sept. 2D-Army at West Point
Sept, 27-UTEP, here
Oct. 4-Kansas, here
Oct. 11-BYU at Provo
Oct. 18-Utah, here
Oct. 25-Arizona at Tucson
Nov. 1-San Jose St. at San Jose
Nov. 8-Arizona St., here
Nov. 15-Wyoming, here
Nov. 22-·NMSU at Las Cruces

SARGOVETZ EXPERIENCED: Besides Brad Bramer, the rest of the
Lobo offensive is suspect as far as experience is concerned. Gr~g Sarg~
vetz mans the opposite guard from Bramer and he and Juhus Kozro
provide some advance playing time.

l';nchantment: Anglers
Due Bright Weekend

It was a late spring afternoon
during finals week, the New
Mexico Lobos had long since
finished spring football drills, but
still, you could tell, no one really
knew what to expect of the
greenest squad UNM has ever put
out to pasture.
Brad Bramer typifies the spirit
of the Lobo sophomores. And he
brings out the best in his coach,
offensive line master Bill Mondt.
"Brad's really a good kid," say
Mondt. "He can be a good
football player, but most
important he wants to be a great
football player. He came here
with the potential-he has the size
and speed for an offensive
linemun and he came through for
us in the spring. We wanted to
teach the kids the fundamentals,
and Brad is one of the players
who responded."
The sophomore offensive guard
·would blush at the thought of
such praise. "I think I can be a
. good football player," Brad says
cautiously. "What I guess I mean
is that any ball player who doesn't
· think he's good is never going to
make it. I learned a lot in the
spring," he continued, "though
mostly it had to do with my new
position at guard. I had to work
on mastering the techniques of
the position and work out of the
four· point stance necessary for
the pulling guard."
Army Described
Brad picked at his elbow
thoughfully for a moment and
tried to describe his feelings about
the Lobo opener at West Point
against Army. "It would be pretty
hard to say they're just another
team " he said. "Sure we'll be
scared. But we're looking forward
to playing them. They're
established, they have great
confidence and enthusiasm, the
game's being played up
there ... gee, it could be pretty
tough ..
"But we're not going to beat
anybody if we compare our past
reputation with theirs. We have a
brand new ball club and we think
they'll have to take us at face
value. We just have to let the
pieces fall and hope we can play
well. We're almost certain to make
mistakes. At least I feel that way a
little bit because most of us are
sophomores.
"But if we do get beat, we can't
give up after the losses. We have
to keep trying to get our
enthusiasm up. And we're only
going to get more enthusiasm by
experience. I've always found that
you get more confi~ence by
gaining experience so It follows
that with the confidence comes
the enthusiasm. It won't be too
long next year before we put it all
together."
Bramer comes from California,
the hot-bed of controversial

By BRYAN DRENNAN
Mesilla Valley Drain promises a
New Mexico anglers will have few bites on worms and minnows
some chance of filling out this with bass, sunfish, and cats being
weekend in many of the state's caught. The late evening at Wall
waters. The New Mexico Game Lake is promising in the
Dep;>rtment offers some forecast southwest.
from the past weeks' catches.
Group Formed
The northwest area of the state
offers a wide variety of prospects
A new outdoor organization has
for every kind of fisherman. The been formed in New Mexico.
Brazos River fishing looks fair to "Professional Guides and
good. The upper and lower Chama Outfitters Association" was
River has not been too promising organized by a group of ranchers,
because of the spring runoff houndsmcn and full·time guides
which is still hampering the trout and outfitters. The new group
take.
welcomes membership inquiries
Afternoons Best
through John Boyett, Box 545,
Late afternoons seem the best Chama; Ron DeMasters, Star
bet for the rushing San Juan with Route 1, Box 550, Belen; and
lures and flies doing the trick. Dick Ray, Belen.
The infamous white bass is fast
You boat fisherman can look
toward Farmington and Navajo becoming one of New Mexico's
Lake for the best trolling this most sought game fish. White bass
weekend. McGaffey Lake offers action south of Truth or
the fly fisherman of the area some Consequences at Caballo Lake is a
excitement but, otherwise, fishing prime example of the fish's
popularity. During the spring
in the northwest is very slow.
In the northeast, Clayton Lake spawning run this year, over 1500
has a pretty good outlook for fishing licenses were sold at
anglers looking for trout with Caballo's Marina.
spinners and worms. At Cabresto,
the water is clear and the fish are
hitting the bait. And if you can
get to them, Latir Lakes may
harbor some good bait fishing.
Some big cats have been taken
true scents in soaps, candles, oersols
in the southeast at Alamogordo
candle
wonderlond-28 colors, 81aper lengths
Lake by trolling with water dogs
LA ann
unusual foreign and domestic novelties
for bait. Elephant Butte has had a
few white bass lured by water
rug-knit-crochet
dogs and bomber plugs. ·
embroidery-crewel-tapestry
The upper and lower Gila River
60 yarns-1600 shades
looks good with lurers and
grasshoppers in the _upper porti?n,
feathers-wax-marbles
and a lot of catfish are takmg
burlap-point9-Chenille
shrimp and cut-bait in the lower
gold leaf-dip gloss-felt
portion.
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Come by soon
we think you
will agree
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Sand~Sun
SCARBER FROM'Y'-Sam Scarber takes handoff into the middle
executing one of important 'Wishbone T' series plays.

3 to 13

OLD TOWN- OlcF' THE PLAZA \
Dial 2·13-7009

~----~/--------~

subjects, not the least of which
centers around ~he quality of
California high school football.
"It's hard to say which state has
the best high school ball,'' says
Brad. "We had good ball clubs and
great individuals on the west coast
in both southern and northern
California, but it would be hard
for me to say that we played
better than, say, Texas ball
players. I know for one thing that
I didn't think the Texas players
were that good until I got here.
But I'm only one state away now
and I can certainly see a great
influence. In fact, some of our
best ball players here are Texans.
Then, there's Pennsylvania and
the mid-west and south and east.
No, ball players are where you
find them. It's impossible to
restrict yourself to one area."

he's anxious to see how far UNM's
greenest team ever can go next
fall.
"We just have to let the pieces
fall and hope we can play good
football," he says. And maybe
hope that a bit of that
long-departed luck returns very
soon.

jumbo

Jacks

Drive-In
One Block South of Central

On Yale

Shows Restraint
Bramer's self-restraint
commands respect, especially
from one who knows the role of a
ball player is not an easy one.
There were times last year when
the freshmen felt they had a
better ball club than their 1·3
record might have indicated.
"Of course, that game was a real
good learning situation for us.
Outside of the alumni game this
spring, we learned more by
playing against those Arizona
State freshmen than against
anyone else. I guess when you
practice against yourself you get
accustomed to your own play."
No doubt, Bradley Bramer
would be delighted if he could
become accustomed to his own
play in a great big hurry. He has a
new position, as do many of the
other "New Look" Lobos, and
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A lso- ttc4./4·

Different Types
Of Hamburgers

and Other Sandwiches
Toot
Plus
Shakes & Cold Drinks

UNDERGRADUATE
SEMINAR PROGRAM
Semester I, 1969-70
List of offerings is now available in U.S.P. Office,
The Honors Center, UNM. Write, telephone, or come in.
Phone: 277-2201.

We're Open All Summer!

prints-tissue-de coupage
•
antiquing-beads-styrofoam
stitcheroo and springbok kits

Cnatt~.>.,
~ann!.)~

CJttt~

Open Dnily 10·9: 30
Sundny ,12·0 :3~

BOOKERT TAKES OFF-David Bookert gets loose here around left end against San Jose State. Coaches
hope there are more pictures like this next fall. If not it could be another one of those long schedules for
the Lobos.
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'Pack Sophs Confident

sweat dripping from his helmet
and nose. He thinks back to last
night when he was walking to the
training table and the bikini·clad
coeds were just picking up their
blankets and heading home. Just
another bit of summer he has
missed for the glory of football.
As he changes drills, his lungs
are ready to burst. The lines are
shorter today-some of the
players have quit football. This
means, he knows, he will have to
perform more often. During the
long, hot summer afternoon he
notices that the cheerleader
practices are heavily attended, and
that not one of the shapely coeds
has noticed football practice is
being held at the same time.
He moves back and forth across
the "seven-man sled." And then
back and forth another time. ".Hit
and recover!" "Hit and recover!"
It reminds him of how his girl
reacted when he told her he must
be in by 10 p.m. Friday night. He
knows his every mistake will be
recorded on film the next
morning on Saturday

LOBO SCHEDULE

NO PAPER LOBO:Tom Lund is a former tackle at the University of
Colorado in Boulder, where he was a journalism major. He moved on to
assistant freshman coaching duties at UNM and resides in Deming where
he's manager of the Chamber of Commerce.
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Hollmontown
Center
Wyoming at Menaul

298·8920

• Nob Hill
Center
Central at Carlisle
268-6366

Enioy Our Pool, Air-conditioning,
Maid Service, The WorksRates For UNM Men & Women
$1.50/ day-Meals Optional

The College Inn
303 Ash N.E. Albuq. N.M. 87106
Telephone 243-2881

-------------------·------------U NM Language Program Praised
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

By JOHN RUSSO
Several members of the UNM
administration and faculty were
eager to discuss why UNM has a
language requirement.
Director of Admissions J. C.
MacGregor said the "language
requirement" is a misnomer.
"There is no overall language
requirement either for admission
or for graduation from UNM,"
MacGregor said. He said each

individual college faculty decides
if it wants language as part of its
curriculum. Its decision is then
submitted to the general faculty
for approval.
German Professor Robert
Holzapfel said the study of a
foreign lanJiuage is useful for
several <reasons. One rationale for
learning a foreign language, he
said, is having the ability to read
material in that language, For
example, Holzapfel said, a "study

of German
philosophy."

useful

for

Language A Phenomena
Holzapfel said language
illustrates foreign thinking. He
said language is. a phenomena in
its own right, and that through
language study students can
become aware of how arbitrary
the English language is.
Another reason for the study of
foreign languages is that language
as subject matter also introduces
the culture of that country.
Holzapfel also said this learning of
another culture could involve such
fields such as literature,
philosophy, or science. Language
can also be used to train teachers
and translators, Holzapfel said,
and that a study of a foreign
language can also be useful when
traveling.
Raymond MacCurdy,
Department of Modern and
Classical Languages chairman, said
he is "strongly in favor of the
language requirement for
undergraduates in the College of
Arts and Sciences." MacCurdy
said there are perhaps two
professors in the department who
think language should be elective.
MacCurdy said he has a vested
interest in the language
requirement for it helps to
maintain the level of excellence in
his Spanish department.
MacCurdy said the Spanish
department was ranked about
four years ago the strongest Ph.d.
granting department at UNM by
the American Council on
Education.

Carnpus
Briefs
Geophysical Study

is
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the works of Bertoli, Boddecker,
Buchner, Buonamente, Castello,
Marini, Riccio, de Selma, Usper
and Valentini.
Works to be examined include
the only known score (by
Buonemente in 1636) to demand
dulzian, a predecessor of the
bassoon, and the earliest extant
composition to call for basoon
(by Flaccomio in 1611).

The recent successful launching
of the U.S. Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory culminated three and
one-half years of work by the
Department of Physics and
Astronomy at UNM.
Dr. Victor H. Regener,
chairman of the department, is
one of 26 scientists who designed
specialized data collecting
experiments for the complex
satellite. Dr. Regener, working
under a National Aeronautics and
Space Administration contract for
Dr. Lawrence A. Frakes has
more than three years, developed been appointed an assistant
a spectrograph to survey professor of geology at UNM.
ultra-violet solar energy.
The appointment is effective
Working with Dr. Regener were Sept. 1. Presently Dr. Frakes is an
GA's, TA's Helped
department engineering and associate research geologist with
technical personnel. Included UCLA.
MacCurdy also said the
He received his B.A., M.A., and undergraduate language
were Arthur Kimmell, who was at
Vandenberg Air Force Base for Ph.D. degrees from the Los requirement provides employment
the launch last week, Elliott Angeles school and has been an for graduate assistants (GA's) and
Bailey, Robert Bogue, James instructor in geology at Villanova teaching assistants (TA's). By
Hontas, Jesus Sanchez, and John and a geologist with the teaching undergraduates, he said,
Pennsylvania Geologic Survey.
McLean.
graduate students are able to
Dr. Frakes is a member of the finance their education.
The satellite has been reported
functioning perfectly, and Dr. American Association of
"If it were not for the language
Regener said UNM's contribution Petroleum Geologists, Geological requirement," MacCurdy said,
to the observatory is doing fine. Society of America Fellow and a "We would get fewer really good
Since the ultra-violet solar energy fellow of the American
GA's and TA's. Since we are
never reaches the earth's surface, Association for the Advancement rated, we can attract really
it was necessary to develop an of Science. He has published more first-rate graduate students and
instrument which could be used in than 20 articles in his discipline.
undergraduate Spanish majors,
the satellite.
and we can compete nationally."
The satellite has a perigee
Aside from vested interest, "the
(nearest point) of 320 miles from
language requirement is justified
the earth, and an apogee (farthest
on an entirely educational basis,"
point) of 700 miles. It is expected
A Seminar on the Management MacCurdy said. He said that
to stay aloft at least one year.
of Scientists and Engineers will be language "adds a unique and
Dr. Regener said Solar activity held June 27 and 28 at UNM.
distinct dimension to one's total
will be at a maximum during 1970
The seminar, designed to provide learning experience.
and the satellite was launched information on new developments
"Since undergraduates are not
now to collect valuable data in the behavioral sciences, is a required to have the language
during this period. Included on project of the State Technical experience for admission, we feel
the satellite are devices to measure Services Program.
particle radiation, cosmic rays,
Dr. Herman, a consulting
X-rays, airglow, aurora, and psychologist, was formerly a staff
atmospheric composition.
member of Sandia Laboratories
The data are collected by the General Motors and Kaiser-Frasie/
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniGoddard Spaceflight Center for He has been a visiting lecturer in
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad Ia to
NASA, Greenbelt, Md. Dr. the UNM school of business and
run five or more consecutive da:va with
no changes the rate Is roduced to 5c
Regener was at the center when administrative sciences,
per word ad the tnlnimum number of
the launch was made.
words
to 10.
Danclovic is a specialist in
TERMS: PaYlllent mWit be made in
training and organizational
full pdor to. Insertion of advertisement.
development at Sandia
ClWlsified Advertising
Laboratories.
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
Dr. Finston is professor of
Dr. Brian Klitz! associate organizational behavior in the
WHERE: J ournnllom Building, Room
professor of music at the UNM school of business and
169, afternoons pre!ernb]y or maiL
University of Connecticut, will administrative sciences. He
present a lecture, "An Anthology formerly was fdirector of the 1)
PERSONALS
of Music for
7
7
out hW est
M a n a g e m e n t =xN C::cO::-:M I=N"'G::-::P-:cR-::o=F=E=s=so=-n=--w-a_n_ls_t_o_r_e_nt-3
The seminar, designed to S
Development Program.
DR house, near U., sabbatical housing
provide information on new
The State Technical Services
Ideal, 2 children. Arrival in Sept. Dr.
G. Weiss, 4218 NE. 115th Seattle, Washdevelopments of the Fine Arts Program is administered by UNM's
ington. 98125.
Center.
Technology Application Center a 2.,.):-=::.::.:::::.L::.O::S.:::T:.:_&_F_•O_U_N_D
_ _ __
The lecture
part of the Institute for Sodial
recorded excerpts
STUDEN'r ID cards found. Nos 555-74Research and Development.

Frakes Appointed

justified in having the requirement
here at UNM," he said. He added
that if a student can demonstrate
a real proficiency in the language
learning experience prior to
attending UNM, then there would
be less justification of a language
requirement here.
In the future (1970-71),
MacCurdy said, the language
department plans to have a
placement test whereby people
can test out of the language
requirement completely. The test
would be something equivalent to
a 252 fourth semester course,
MacCurdy said.

foreign language is a key to
cultural understanding and
appreciation. It creates the ability
to look sympathetically on a
different culture."

Rattan
Furniture

Requirement Favored
In addition to the education
justification for the language
requirement, MacCurdy favors the
requirement on the basis of the
traditional concept of the
liberally-educated man.
Also, he said, institutional pride
is a reason for maintaining the
language requirement. "The UNM
graduate in arts and sciences
should be as well-educated as
graduates
from other
institutions," MacCurdy said.
In addition, the American
student should be prepared to
hold his own in the cultural
context, he said. Unfortunately,
many Americans have the
attitude: "let them speak
English," MacCurdy said. "I don't
see why," MacCurdy answered,
"we should acknowledge that we
are inferior linguistically and
culturally to graduates of
European universities." MacCurdy
said the European college
graduate "has mastered at least
one foreign language."
Another justification for the
language requirement is cultural.
''The key to communication
between the ghetto and the
middle-class communities is
said. "A
"

1OOO's
of Basket,
Ratton & Hemp
Items
Luau Supplies
Artificial Flowers
Carved Wood
Decorated Baskets
Carved Wood
Shoppers
Toy Chests
Wind Chimes
Door Mats
Hobby Supplies

GRID SEASON NEARS: "Football season is fast
approaching," says UNM head coach Rudy Feldman.
According to Feldman, the recruiting season for freshmen

lVI EX lCD

Old Town

Shop

Vol. 72

OLD TOWN PLAZA
Open Until10:00 p.m.
Seven nights a week

"'

I

OPEN 11 to 11
AT

Seminar Scheduled

~
~

842-9270

. ···Dain-t .
Queen
.

'

brazier

2300 Central SE

(just across from Popejoy Hall)

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

ii'Ule.tlllret

Music Anthology

7893 Lander, & 175-40-2312 Pickett.
Claim at Rm. 169, Journalism Bldg.

THE MONTEREY INTERNATIONAL POP FESTIVAL

Jimi Hendrix
Simon & Garfunkel
Big Brother &Holding Co.
Jefferson Airplane
Mamas and Papas

MONTELEY POP
a1oe Oentra.l

a.m.

a47-4414

in COLOR

PUPPY found Tuesday, June 17, by the
3UB. Brown, white & bJack w/chain
colfnr. Call 268-2667.

FOUND: Men's glasses w/black frames.
in tree near Art Annex. Owner- may
claim at Rm. 169, J'ournalism Bldg.

3)

FOR RENT

~~ ~

'!!'

~

r'

Worship Service 9:30
College Supper Club
to be announced in
church bulletin
Nur;cry Available

ai.b Copper Ave. NE at Locust NE

University Church
of Christ
242-5794

Sunday: Bible Study 9:30 a.m.
Worship 10:30 a.m.-6:00p.m.

l BEDROOM -

Spanish furniture - nir
conditioning, dishwnah'er, iliRpooal, laun ..
dey, rec. room. pool. Utilities paid.
Cnstltn Cnpi•trano Aptq,, 5000 Marble
NE. 255-9384.

5)

{ti ]
,,ll l

University at Gold, S.E.

SERVICES

CHILD CARFJ in my home. Convenient to
campus. Call 2~2-6562.

4)

~~~

~ljnltcl)
rc.sbrterian
"11hurch
ll.

FOR SALE

The

College and Career Dept.
of First Baptist Church
invites you to

Visit Us This Summer
Bible Study Sunday 9:30 a.m.
Worship Services Sun. 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
Youth Center

Sanctuary

123 Broadway SE 101 Broadway NE

Christian Student
Center
114 Girard N.E.
265-4312
Wed. 9:00p.m.
Sun. 7:30 p.m.

Ethics is not primarily a question of what you do but
who you do it for!

ALASKAN MALAMUTE PUPPIES from
Jcenoe--The home or the cx:trn ]nrt~c

Malamutes.

298-6112.

6)

Terms.

Stud

service.

EMPLOYMENT

CAMPUS UFJPUESI~NTATIVFJ wanted
for National Student Marketing Corporation. $100 to $150 per n!o. Call
collect, Mr. Furlong; aren. code 218,
776-B640.

Canterbury Chapel
University & Ash, N.E.
Sun.: 10:00 ••• Wed.: 12:30

through practice with some ball players in one of last
spring's sessions.
-SEEPAGE 3.

NEV\1

Moccasins
and more

LIVE A LITTLE

and junior coUege ball players has been successful and one
can expect, if not a winning varsity, at least a respectable
year out of the first year gridders. Above, Feldman goes

!
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Dr. Burton Henry
To Talk Monday
In Lecture Series
Early 19th century writers both
in the U. S. and Russia exploited a
theme common to both
countries-the confrontation
between civilization and primitive
people, a visiting professor of
English told an audience at UNM
Monday night.
The coincidence is not
surprising, Dr. Dieter Schulz said,
since both countries also had in
common a Romantic intellectual
climate and an open frontier
where the confrontation would
occur.
Dr. Schulz, the first in a series
of six Monday evening Lecture
Under the Stars speakers, pointed
out that the view of primitive man
as a Noble Savage and critic of
society gained in importance early
in the 19th century over a view of
primitive man as inferior.
He compared the work of the
Russian writers Alexander
Pushkin and Michail Lermontov
with that of the American James
Fennimore Cooper.
He concentrated on scenes in
Cooper's books when, in the face
of death mediation or synthesis
occurred' between Indian life and
civilization. Values of each which
are basically human are then
revealed, a conclusion not found
in the Russian works.
Dr. Schulz also drew parallels
between the 19th century period
of Romantic literature and what
he termed a new developing sense
of Romantic literature, related to
ide a lis tic aspects of current
student unrest.
Dr. Burton Henry, professor of
education at California State
College in Los Angeles . and. a
visiting professor a~ the Umversi~Y
of New Mexico thiS summer, will
speak this Monday, June 30, in
the lecture series.
His free, public lecture will be
at 8 p.m. in front of the
Administration Building.
Dr. Henry's topic is "Education
and the Urban Scene."
He has been active in education
for 31 years, and has been a
member of numerous groups
working to improve intergroup
relations.

No. 144

1n Factions
By CASEY CHURCH

RUG CUTTER: With two of the Navajo rugs which will be exhibited at
the St Luke's-on-the-Desert festival July 19 is Mrs. Toni Murphy,
registr~r of UNM's Maxwell (anthropology) Museum. This rug was
woven about 1880.

by these two programs. O,ne
faction, adherents of the
UNM's chapter of (SDS) Progressive Labor Party, voted to
Students for a Democratic Society ally themselves with working-class
seem to be sitting on the sidelines revolutionaries.
of the bitter factional turmoil at
Another faction voted to side
the national level. The chapter did with black revolutionary
not send any delegates to the organizations. This group, the
National Convention concluded Revolutionary Youth Movement,
this week in Chicago.
walked out of the convention hall
The national meeting was split in Chicago and held its own
violently into two factions on meetings.
political means to the SDS's
Free breakfasts for poor
revolutionary aim.
children are being sponsored by
In late May an apparent some Black Panther chapters.
duplicate of this schism appeared
"Although the issues in the
in UNM's SDS program planning local split are superficially the
for the coming academic year same as the national, they are
1969-70.
basically different:• said Brian
Two alternatives were Gratton, senior history student at
proposed-one, a pro~am to UNM, and national SDS member,
attempt to orgamze the Tuesday.
...
non-academic personnel at UNM,
"The
difference
on
the
national
and two, to provide free
breakfasts for underpriviledged level is of a theoretical nature,
while here they are more or less
children in Albuquerque.
After a majority of the personal preference," he said.
One key to such differences is
members adopted the breakfast
program, the supporters of the the two simultaneo;rs levels of
labor program walked out of the SDS organization. The local
chapters are not bound by policy
meeting.
originating
in the national
About 12 students attended the
meeting and eight were left when organization. Membership
requirements are determined by
it adjourned.
each
chapter.
• The national group is split on
National
membership is
the political theories represented
determined on yearly dues.
Members may or may not be
members of local groups.
However, they are not committed
to any policy established by the
national leadership.
apartments. Arrangements for
"Most effective action is
living quarters will be made on motivated from local factors,;•
arrival. An estimated $100 per said Gratton. "SDS action at
month will cover all expenses.
Columbia and San Francisco
A chartered flight has been State, for example, were not part
made for transportation to and of a national policy. When the
from Quito. A ten per cent national group called a strike day,
discount off the regular fare and a not much happened.
greater weight allowance on
"There will be a radical student
luggage will be allowed students organization on the campus next
attending the center. Round trip yea~he feeling is there--but I
fare with discount is $430. The couldn't say as to what form it
flight . will leave Albuquerque will take. It might be SDS, it
Sept. I.
might not," he said.
Any one wishing further
Here at UNM, the breakfast
information on the center or program is in the stage "of seeing
financial aids to attend it may if it can work, if it is feasible,"
contact Dr. Ted Sackett in Ortega said Bill Orzen, UNM sociology
Hall.
graduate student and member of
local SDS.

Quito Center Needs Students
Ten openings and-two part-time
work positions are still available
to students wishing to attend the
Andean Study and Research
Center, the UNM extension in
Quito, Ecuador.
The part-time jobs are in the
library at the center. Pay is about
$430, or the cost of round trip
transportation to Quito.
National Defense Act (NDA)
loans are available from the
Student Aids Office. NDA loans
may be given in unlimited
amounts, and may be repaid up to
ten years after graduation.
Two journalism fellowships for
study at the center will also be
offered. Professor Tony
Hillertnan, chairman of the
Journalism department, may be

contacted for more information
on these scholarships;
No deadline has been set for
registration to attend the
extension center, but interested
persons are urged to apply
immediately so that shots,
passport, visa, and other
procedural matters may be
completed before departure.
Requirements for the center are
a competence in Spanish and an
assurance that attendance there
will fulfill requirements toward a
degree.
Tuition at the Andean Study
and Research Center is the same
as regular university tuition.
Students at the center may live
with families, in pensiones, or in

